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 “Like the Phoenix arising out of ash-
es, the coolest, hippest, and most 
far-out WWII ‘Kommand Kar’ is 
back! ROMMEL’S ROD! As myste-
rious and timeless as the Sphinx of 
Egypt, arising out of the shifting Af-
rican sands, Rommel’s Rod returns! 
While no one knows for certain what 
happened so many years ago to the 
mysteriously ‘disappeared’ tooling 
for the ‘Desert foxes’ own bones as 
well as his favorite Kommand Kar, 
this 1:24 scale plastic model kit has 
all-new tooling- improved in ways to 
ensure that you - the modeler - will 
have even more fun building this kit 
than you did nearly 40 years ago”! 

1:24 SCALE
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6.   Apply cement to two pins on shovel 79 and insert into holes on body 9. Next, apply cement to pins on ammo
      box 75 and seat 76 then insert into holes in interior 8.
7.   Cement spare tracks 77 and 78 to rear of body 9.
8.   Apply a thin bead of cement along both sides of body 9 (see drawing) and insert interior 8. After making sure
      these parts line up properly, hold in place until cement sets.
9.   Attach frame 10 to body by applying cement to top edges of frame as shown (see drawing). Check alignment
      and then hold together tightly until cement sets.
10. Apply cement to hole in rear of assembled engine and to engine mounts. Fit rear of engine through firewall and
      onto pin on drive shaft and engine mounts into holes in frame.
11. Apply cement to frame as shown on drawing and attach front suspension 11. Suspension fits against pins on
      underside of frame. See view “A” for correct location. Next, cement two track assemblies 12 and 80 to frame. 
12. Press wheel half 13 into tire (do not cement). Apply cement to wheel half 14, press it into other side of tire and
      hold together until cement sets. Repeat procedure for remaining wheel and cement both wheels onto front axles.

19. Attach front windshield 28 to front windshield frame 29 and cement windshield
      frame to body.
20. Attach steering wheel 30H to steering column 31H. Apply cement to tip of steering
      column and slide it through the elongated hole in windshield frame until tip rests in
      notch in floorboard.
21. Cement head front 32 to knob on neck of skeleton 19. Knob fits between pins
      inside skull as shown in sketch. Next attach head rear 33. Apply cement to 
      underside of skeleton legs and slide skeleton into front seat under steering wheel.
      Now skeleton arms 34 and 35 can be cemented to shoulder sockets and to the 
      steering wheel (tweezers will help to fit the arms into place).
22. Complete this step by cementing gear shift 36H to floor tunnel and front machine
      gun 37 to windshield frame.

23. Cement exhaust pipes 38 and 39 to engine. Make sure lower ends of pipes line up with holes 
       in fender. Hold in place until cement sets.
24. Next attach side panels 40 and 41 to body.
25. After attaching radiator cap 42H to radiator shell 43H, apply cement to rear and underside
       edges of shell and attach to side panels and body. 
26. Hood 44 can now be cemented to top edges of side panels. However, if you wish to display 
       the engine, merely fit the hood into place without cement.
27. Attach two lenses 45 to running lights 46 with detail on lenses horizontal as shown on 
       drawing. Cement tab on each light to depressions on front fenders.
28. Cement two headlight lenses 47 to headlights 48 and cement unit into holes in fenders.
29. Next, cement two roller bumper halves 49 and 81 together over pins on front of frame.
30. After cementing spare tire halves 50 and 51 together, attach hub cover 52H to outer rim 
       and cement assembly into fender well.
31. Remove pins from flags 53. Next apply flag decals and cement flags to holes in fenders.  
       Hold in upright position until cement sets.

14. Cement tab on ammo box 15 into slot in floor. Next,
       remove pin from barrel of rear machine gun 16.
       Apply cement to pins on gun as indicated on
       drawing and attach it with pins on gun fitting
       through hole in interior wall.
15. Cement head front 20 to knob on neck of skeleton
      19. Knob fits inside skull (see inset). 
       Now attach head rear 21. Next remove pins from 
       arms 17 and 18 and cement arms to skeleton.
16. Cement completed skeleton to rear seat and map 
       table 22 to right side of interior.
17. Gasoline cans 23 and antenna 24 should now be
       attached to body.
18. After cementing two hand grenades 25H between
       front seats, cement clear windshield 26 to rear 
       windshield frame 27. Now attach windshield 
       frame to body.


